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Abstract: Cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITSs) are being deployed all around the world.
Shortly, in addition to vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, buses, and all moving equipment will be
compatible with C-ITS. These systems are connected through wireless local area networks based on
WIFI IEEE 802.11p. The large number of C-ITSs and services will lead to a glut in the bandwidth
of wireless networks. To overcome this limitation, we propose in this paper a new approach using
the information-centric networking (ICN) paradigm which allows vehicles to communicate with
the cloud environment. This scheme is denoted by vehicular central data networking (GeoVCDN).
Our approach aims to reduce bandwidth consumption and improve data freshness by taking benefit
from the existing application beacons and the geographical routing used by C-ITS actors. We have
compared the performances (in terms of the network overhead and data freshness) of our solution
to two other well-known ICN-based solutions. Each of them represents one of ICN categories, in
particular, rendez-vous network (RENE) and named data networking (NDN). To do so, we have
proposed a probabilistic model that allows us to evaluate the freshness and the load of the network.
Furthermore, we have implemented these methods in a simulator. Our proposal outperforms the
other methods in terms of network overhead and data freshness.

Keywords: C-ITS; connected vehicles; vehicle cloud; ICN

1. Introduction

The deployment of cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITSs) started some
years ago. They are critical for road safety. Therefore, they need to maintain high quality
of service such as low latency, low packet loss, and low bandwidth consumption. For
this purpose, one of the proposed strategies consists of submitting request packets in the
network in order to collect named data; this mechanism is denoted as information-centric
networking (ICN) [1]. When the latter is combined with the cloud approach, it provides the
vehicular cloud networking (VCN) [2] paradigm. This paradigm helps to handle mobility
thanks to different features (in-network caching, no session, etc.). However, we noticed
that in a secure cloud environment, an overhead is generated in the network due to the
security mechanisms. We recall that the bandwidth is 5.6 Mb/s for the IEEE 802.11 p MAC
layer considered here.

In this paper, we propose an approach, called vehicular central data networking
(GeoVCDN), which takes advantage of the VCN and improves the network’s performances
in terms of network throughput and data freshness, compared to other well-known ICN
solutions. To do so, our approach takes benefit from the application beacons sent by every
C-ITS (vehicles, roadside units (RSU), pedestrians [3], etc.) between 1 and 10 times per
second. In fact, instead of sending new specific packets, the ICN exchanges are inserted in
the application beacons. This proposal allows us to reduce bandwidth consumption. To
improve data freshness, we use multi-hop forwarding, which allows us to spread the data
more efficiently over the network.

In order to prove the efficiency of our approach, we have compared it with two other
well-known solutions. The first one is the rendez-vous network (RENE), which is push-
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oriented. This means that a client will subscribe for named data and the data will be pushed
as soon as it is available. The second one, denoted as named data networking (NDN),
is pull-oriented. This means that a client will submit a request for named data and will
receive the data as a response if it is available. These comparisons have been carried out
through analytic evaluations based on a probabilistic model that we have proposed as well
as extensive simulations. The latter has allowed us to confirm the analytic results. Results
have shown that GeoVCDN improves some performance indicators, such as data freshness,
while reducing the network overhead. Finally, we proposed a comparison between the
different approaches regarding a use case: shortest pathfinding in a smart connected city.

Our approach exploits standardized cooperative awareness messages (CAMs). Addi-
tionally, it merges the different sensor data into one set of metadata and includes a sequence
number that is incremented whenever the data are updated. It implements a multi-hop
feature to help extend the zone where the data are spread. All of these allow GeoVCDN to
spread frequently updated data through the network without overloading the bandwidth.
Moreover, we modeled our smart city as Manhattan topology and proposed an analytic
model to estimate the network overhead and data freshness considering the mobility of
vehicles. We compared all these approaches using a custom simulator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related
works on ICN, C-ITSs, vehicular cloud computing (VCC), and C-ITS standards. Section 3
details our approach’s mechanism and architecture. Section 4 defines the probabilistic
model that we proposed and gives the results for each approach in terms of the network
overhead and data freshness. Section 5 describes our simulator, the results that we obtained
for each approach, and the use case study. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Vehicular networks are at the intersection of multiple research fields. A specific
communication stack has been standardized by the ETSI and is detailed in Section 2.1.
Many solutions for vehicular communications are based on a cloud approach. They are
part of vehicular cloud computing (VCC) and are proposed in Section 2.2. These networks
provide high numbers of messages over the cloud. Indeed, information-centric networking
will allow to efficiently exchange these messages within a mobile cloud environment from
numerous connected devices. This part is detailed in Section 2.3.

2.1. ETSI Standards for C-ITS

ETSI defined different layers used by the intelligent transport systems (ITSs) to com-
municate [4] (Figure 1). In the figure, the access is composed of the physical layer [5–7] and
the MAC layer [8,9]. The networking and transport layer is ensured by the geonetworking
(GN) protocol for the routing and basic transport protocol (BTP) for the transport. Then,
the facilities layer specifies the messages exchanged on the channel: CAM (cooperative
awareness message) [10], DENM (decentralized environmental notification message) [11],
SPAT (signal phase and time), and MAP (map data) [12]. Finally, we find the applications
layer (e.g., Android, cloud). As a vertical layer, there are the security [13] and the man-
agement layers. These are the standards currently used for the deployment of C-ITSs in
Europe and our approach will be based on these ones.

Figure 1, extracted from [9], presents the ETSI layers architecture explained above. The
bubbles MA, FA, SA, etc., refer to the protocols and access points to associated services that
we will not detail here. The G5 technology is based on the standard IEEE 802.11p, a kind
of Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) dedicated to short-range communications, considering high-speed
mobility. In the current study, we will focus on three types of communications: V2V (vehicle
to vehicle), V2I (vehicle to infrastructure), and I2V (infrastructure to vehicle). ITS-G5 is
another name for the access layer composed of the physical layer 802.11p and the MAC
layer. The geonetworking protocol, associated with BTP, is used to route and transport the
data. The geonetworking protocol is a geographical routing protocol, which means a packet
is not destined for a specific node but for a region, usually called a destination area. There
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are three kinds of routing algorithms: the simple one, contention base forwarding (CBF),
and the advanced one. The three algorithms use the same process to forward the packet
to the destination area: they all select the closest neighbor to the area (greedy process).
When the packet is received in the destination area, it is broadcast again to everyone. In the
current study, we will consider simple geonetworking, since it is the one currently used
for ITS.

Figure 1. ITS station architecture.

Security data, used to verify the integrity and authenticity of the message, are included
in geonetworking headers. Certificates are provided by a public key infrastructure (PKI)
and a turnover in a pool of certificates guarantees the privacy of the user. In our study,
we focus on CAM (cooperative awareness message) and DENM (decentralized event
notification message), which are the most common messages. CAMs are a kind of super
beacon emitted by the vehicle and give its speed, location, heading, path history, etc. They
are emitted in a single hop (i.e., only to the neighbors). These messages are sent at a
frequency varying between 1 Hz and 10 Hz (10 Hz most of the time).

Its structure is defined as being extensible, allowing it to include proprietary content
without changing the nature of the message. Thus, we will take advantage of the CAM’s
structure in order to include additional information, such as interests and data.

2.2. Vehicular Cloud Computing

The smart city is one of the main scopes of IoT. As is reminded by the authors of [14] and [15],
the world population is more and more concentrated in urban areas, increasing at the same
time the number of connected objects. As it is explained in [16], the IoT is booming: over
four years, the amount of stored data was seven times higher. In the meantime, the amount
of data sent through the network has been multiplied by three. Thus, it is necessary to
design adapted network architectures to handle this amount of messages [17]. The authors
of [18–20] agree on the fact that cloud computing is an efficient solution. In addition, there
is a need for a platform to manage all the connected systems, which could be data providers,
available resources for computing, etc. According to [14], the trend would be to implement
a middleware acting as a link between a global platform and a kind of sensor network.

The paradigm of sensor cloud results in two services: sensing as a service (SnaaS) and
sensor event as a service (SEaaS) [18,21]. SnaaS is a pull-oriented service whereas SEaaS
is push-oriented. Using one or another will have an impact on the network overhead:
this impact will be detailed later. Sensor clouds’ objectives are the computing of complex
data (coming from the sensors’ data), ensuring scalability, and guaranteeing real-time
data processing. The authors of [18] assume that every connected object will have an
IP address and they do not consider the other kind of architectures such as information-
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centric networking (ICN). An important difference between the two services and which
is not mentioned in the paper is that SnaaS is pull-oriented and SEaaS is push-oriented,
it is important because using one or the other of the strategy will have an impact on the
network overhead. The authors of [14] explain that the cloud of things (CoT) combines
several models: software as a service (SaaS) for the user application, platform as a service
(PaaS) to allow publishers to handle their sensor networks, and infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) to manage the data produced by the sensors. Additionally, they slice IoT into five
layers: device, network, middleware, application, and business. The challenge that security
represents in the sensor network is often mentioned. They consider that ICN architecture
brings concrete solutions for security and interoperability as the middleware layer.

While the number of connected objects is growing, their computing and storage
capacity is growing as well. This allows local handling of a part of the IaaS and reduces the
amount of messages of data dedicated to being sent to remote clouds [22]. This principle is
handled by vehicular cloud computing, which is a category of mobile cloud computing.
In [23], the authors handle two issues: the orientation of the network toward the data and
edge computing [24]. ICN totally covers the first issue and partially covers the second
one by keeping the data at the closest location to their relevant area. Vehicular cloud
computing can take many forms: cloud computing for the vehicles (e.g., the cloud of
infrastructure, distant cloud) [25] and cloud computing by the vehicles (e.g., dynamic
cloud, context cloud) [26]. In [20], the authors present how mobile cloud computing differs
from cloud computing. The latter aims to provide resources on demand with minimal
management and low latency, whereas the first one focuses on mobile devices, and one
uses remote clouds to achieve some tasks. According to this paper, vehicular clouds can
either be mobile clouds with the previously given definition or dynamic clouds composed
of vehicles providing the same services found on the Internet. In [20], three ways to form a
cloud have been presented:

• static way (i.e., parking);
• with infrastructure as a leader;
• dynamic way (on the demand of moving vehicles).

According to the needs of architectures that handle the sensors and their data, some
parameter values have been proposed. In [15], the authors present a framework in order
to easily access ITS components as cloud nodes. It is composed of three layers. The end
user refers to either a user or a server/data center. A node submits requests and receives
responses through the communication layer. The communication layer aims to select
the relevant link to be used between two actors depending on the component features.
Additionally, it provides access to the next layer, the cloud. The cloud layer is either a
classic data center or a dynamic cloud composed of ITS actors. Even if this method seems
to be easy to implement, it will induce network overhead since it generates a high amount
of data [27].

In [28], the authors propose to combine distant cloud and vehicular cloud into their
architecture. In this architecture, the nature of the cloud type (static, dynamic, or infras-
tructure) has no impact on the solution. Indeed, it is based on the virtualization of the
components in order to handle heterogeneous resources.

The paradigms of context and ecosystem for the vehicles are presented in [29]. The
context is a logical vision of one or several physical entities (e.g., a mall with its parking).
The ecosystem which is defined as a set of contexts bound by a pattern (e.g., mobility
pattern, habit pattern). The ecosystem aims to bring data closer to the user of another
context. It also allows the slicing of geographic areas in hierarchical ecosystems (e.g.,
country and its regions, region and its cities). Geographical relevance is an important
criterion for vehicles. Additionally, this hierarchical vision is aligned with the naming
method adopted for information-centric networking.
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2.3. Information-Centric Networking

In 1999, a new paradigm appeared, information-centric networking, which rethinks
the classic IP network architecture, host oriented, to focus on the data itself (TRIAD
project [30]). This new paradigm is adapted to the Internet of Things and mobility, two
features of vehicular networks. Some articles already introduce the ICN concept for the
vehicular network, such as [31,32], but none of them take into account neither the nature of
the link of communication between the vehicles or between the road infrastructures and
the vehicles, neither the ETSI standards currently used for the deployment of C-ITSs in
Europe. Furthermore, there is consensus on the method to use for the security aspects. The
first principle of ICN is the naming of the data (named data objects—NDO). The naming
is the foundation of the ICN exchanges, it ensures the identification of data (like the way
of identifying a server with its IP), the routing of interest, and possibly the verification of
the integrity of the data [33]. Each approach differs in how the naming is used and the
naming method. Still, two methods can be highlighted: hierarchical (such as for URL) and
flat (not readable for the human, it can carry the data needed to ensure the authenticity and
integrity of the message). Exchanges are done according to a request/reply model, which
is denoted by interest/data in ICN. The client/consumer submits the name of the data to
the network and the network replies with the data when they have been found. The are
two phases of routing, the one used to route the interest and the one used to return the
data to the client. The routing of the interests can be done in different ways: every node of
the network broadcasts the interest until the data are found or by using a name resolution
system (such as DNS) or by making a smart routing based on the data name. The data
reply is sent by using the path of the interest or can use a better road if it is possible.

Another principle is in-network caching, which is done during the process of the
data return. Devices that are able to do it, store the data, and this allows to provide the
data faster for the next interests, instead of routing the interest again. Then, In-network
caching allows to reduce the number of exchanges on the whole network [34,35] and to better
handle the mobility of the nodes. The naming permits storing data on several devices without
considering each copy as unique data. Furthermore, for the security aspects, it is not necessary
to trust the server anymore because the data are secured itself. Finally, Ref. [33] presents
and compares four main approaches. The first one is DONA (data-oriented network
architecture), which consists of routing an interest based on the name and replying on the
same or a different route. The second one is CCN (content-centric networking), which
routes the interest in a hierarchical way and sends back the data on the same path. The
third one is PSIRP (publish-subscribe internet routing paradigm), based on a “rendez-vous”
(RENE) principle [36]: when a node publishes data, it checks the “rendez-vous” server
to know which node is subscribed and provides the data to each client using the routes
given by the server. Then, the last one is NetInf [37] (network of information), based
on a name resolution system. All these principles are generic; there exist many ways to
implement them as it is shown in these projects. Furthermore, we think that the nature of
the communication link and the exchanged data nature cannot be ignored to design an
efficient ICN method [38].

Further explanation of these principles is given in [39], and the authors bring addi-
tional information about the fundamental aspects of the ICN architecture. One of these
aspects concerns resilience to mobility. Current networks have been designed to satisfy
communication between two static points. The appearance of wireless and mobile net-
works leads to a change in the nature of the connections. These ones become fleeting, even
opportunistic. Furthermore, thanks to in-network caching and the absence of a session,
ICN is designed to handle mobility. Since the Internet has not been natively designed to
counter malicious users, it is needed to design some mechanisms to handle them. Often,
the security mechanisms are deployed on the server and do not penetrate deeply into the
network. So, there continuously are malicious messages in the network. By applying the
security part to the data itself, ICN brings an efficient solution to this issue: every node is
able to identify a malicious packet and not treat it at the entry of the network instead of
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the end. Then, the authors present a list of unsolved research axes. Among them, we find
naming. The naming method is crucial to take care of the security and the overhead. There
is also a need to improve the performance of the routing and caching methods. Finally, it
is important to determine how to best exploit each kind of physical communication link.
This study provides an update on the ICN architecture in order to replace or complete the
existing mechanisms currently used on the Internet. However, the other types of networks
in which ICN would natively fit (e.g., sensor networks) are not mentioned in this paper.
In terms of open issues, the authors talked about the possibility of using ICN on different
layers. This idea is also mentioned in [40] and that also enters in our proposal. The authors
of [41,42] discuss the intake of ICN for the Internet of Things. In these studies, the ICN is
not seen as an alternative method to the existing one, but as a supplement for the emerging
domain of the connected objects. Indeed, connected objects generate data in a context
where the object itself has no importance. The ICN would, then, be an architecture for
connected objects and these would access the existing structures by using the classical
host-oriented network. The ICN allows for improving the delivery delay of data and
the network overhead. Among other reasons, we could cite scalability, quality of service,
energy efficiency, and heterogeneity [41]. All these items are very important for C-ITSs.

In ICN, the routing methods are classified into three categories: proactive routing,
reactive routing, and opportunistic routing [42]. Proactive routing consists, for a node,
of transmitting regularly its route; thus the network’s nodes can keep their routing table
updated. Reactive routing consists of discovering the network when it is needed. Oppor-
tunistic routing consists of using received data to update the routing table (e.g., a beacon
received by a vehicle). Concerning naming, according to [40], hierarchical naming makes
consensus, but the method remains to be determined. Finally, they discuss the way to
keep the network updated (at the data level): either by flooding the network with interests
(NDN), or by the initiative of the producer of the data (RENE). They think that the first
method is better fitted for VANETs but it needs additional mechanisms to not overload
the network, a problem that we address with our approach. Thus, Ref. [43] proposes a
method to minimize the number of sent interests. The solution is based on the election of a
common neighbor to forward the interests. The method looks efficient for the proposed
performance indicators, yet we think it creates a new problem: the electing process is done
on the G5 channel and is going to create a new overhead. The authors of [44] also propose
a method, called enhanced vehicular named data networking (EVNDN), based on the
election of a neighbor and compares it with rapid named data networking (R-NDN) [45].
R-NDN consists of a client emitting an interest and selecting the farthest node among its
neighbors to forward its interest. The authors of [44] raise the problem of signal quality and
then propose to select a less far node. However, we think that methods based on neighbor
elections are risky because one can not know in which direction of our neighborhood
the data are closer. Additionally, the communication link is not necessarily bidirectional
between two nodes (i.e., node X can be part of the neighborhood of node Y while X is not
able to sense Y because they have different transmission ranges). The research on naming,
routing, and security are highlighted as the first steps and the physical communication link
(based on the broadcast) as the future research area [42,46]. Our approach treats all four of
these topics.

ICN has been seen by some researchers as a substitute for IP architecture. For others, it
is a complement to specific domains such as IOT. Concerning the internet of vehicles, none
of the existing propositions take into account the current choices made in the deployment
of the C-ITS in Europe or the nature of the communication, which is done over Wi-Fi with
geographical routing. In [47], the authors conclude that it is necessary to bring modifications
to the C-ITS if we want them to use ICN. However, with our approach, we succeeded in
including ICN without modifying ITS standards.
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3. GeoVCDN Approach

Our approach is denoted GeoVCDN for geographical vehicular central data network-
ing. Geographical for the geographical routing aspect, and central data networking because of
the processing applied to the data and the way to deliver them, as it is explained in this section.

3.1. Centralized Context Cloud Architecture

In the field of intelligent transport systems (ITSs), the data’s relevance is determined
by its location and is limited in time. Considering this, the context cloud paradigm gives the
possibility to filter the data based on their locations (district, town, harbor, ski resort, etc.).
Furthermore, the context cloud is hierarchical (e.g., a building belongs to a district that
belongs to a town). According to the literature, the most efficient approach for naming in
information-centric networking is the hierarchical way. In our architecture, the cloud is
composed of a static part (RSUs and C-ITS central) and a dynamic part (the vehicles). We
consider a vehicle as being a part of the cloud when it is linked, directly or indirectly, to an
RSU over the G5 channel. Note that data management within the cloud is out of the scope
of this study.

Figure 2 describes the message exchanges between each actor of the architecture.

• Step 1: Sensors send their data to the C-ITS central
• Step 2: The C-ITS central generates the metadata
• Step 3: The metadata are distributed over RSUs
• Step 4/6: Vehicles broadcast their interests over the CAMs
• Step 5: RSUs broadcast the metadata after receiving interest from vehicles (Step 4)
• Step 7: Vehicles broadcast the metadata after receiving interest from vehicles (Step 6)

Figure 2. GeoVCDN exchanges.

3.1.1. Static Part

The static part of the context cloud is composed of the roadside units (RSU) and a
central station named C-ITS-C (cooperative intelligent transport system central). RSUs are
the gateways between the two parts of the cloud. They communicate using ITS-G5 with
the mobile node and are wired to the C-ITS-C, which is responsible for the computing and
distribution of the data in the static part. We consider that in the connectivity between the
RSUs and the C-ITS-C, the computing resources do not suffer from any constraints: the
central station can be distributed regarding the need and the size of a context. This is a
topic related to edge computing that we do not treat in this paper. This would also address
the different issues related to centralization (bottleneck, delay, failures, etc.).
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3.1.2. Dynamic Part

The mobile part of the cloud is composed of vehicles. A vehicle is considered as
being a part of the cloud if it has access, via the G5 channel, to the static part. This
communication channel and the ephemeral nature of the connection raise issues. First,
because the bandwidth is limited (750 kB/s) and is not duplicable (wireless network) and
because a vehicle is not permanently connected to the cloud. Additionally, for data to be
useful by a vehicle, it is important that they are received rapidly.

3.1.3. Centralization

Data centralization is a key process in an environment with a lot of sensors. It allows
to aggregate of the data if relevant, minimizes the exchanges needed for each node of the
network to be updated, and optimizes the synchronization of every node of the static part.
So, the C-ITS-C eases the creation of metadata (which gathers a set of smaller data), the
application of a sequence number, and the computing of a hop limit, three mechanisms
that we propose in our approach that reduce the use of the bandwidth. In addition, for
future work, the central node has an omniscient view and can learn and adapt its naming
strategy or form a new context cloud based on the need of each service. To determine if
a mechanism (metadata or sequence number) should be used for a specific service, in a
specific context, we present two expressions based on the parameters presented in Table ??.

Table 1. Mechanisms’ parameters.

Designation Description Value

C Number of sensors concerned
Pi Data’s id length (bytes) 1

Pv
Data’s sequence number

length (bytes) 1

Pd Data’s length (bytes) 4
FCAM CAM frequency (Hz) 10

Fd Data’s update frequency (Hz) 1

Nv
Number of vehicle in range of

an RSU

3.1.4. Metadata

With our approach, we propose to merge a set of sensors’ data as one set of metadata.
Every time a sensor’s record changes, the information is sent to the C-ITS-C. A new
metadata set is produced with the same id and a new sequence number. This new metadata
set is then distributed to the routers (RSUs) of the static part in the context cloud. Grouping
several data as one presents an asset: it benefits from a common name and a sequence
number. For example, in a city context, if we want to get information on one hundred
traffic lights, only one ICN interest is needed instead of one hundred. Oppositely, the data
returned contain information about every traffic light, even the ones that did not change.
Thus, we have to be sure that the metadata process will not be harmful to the overhead and
this depends on the context, the number of sensors, and the data update frequency. This
following inequation C ∗ FCAM ∗ (Pi + Pv) ∗ Nv > C ∗ (Pi + Pv + Pd) ∗ Fd can be used to
determine if the metadata will be useful. The inequation’s left side represents the weight of
the interests generated every second by all the vehicles in the range of an RSU in the case
that we do not build metadata. The right side gives the weight of the sent metadata on the
G5 channel by one RSU at the frequency Fd.

For example, let us take Nv = 100, and C = 100, then:{
C ∗ FCAM ∗ (Pi + Pv) ∗ Nv = 200000 bytes

C ∗ (Pi + Pv + Pd) ∗ Fd = 600 bytes

In this system, it is preferred to build the metadata.
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If Pd = 100, Fd = 10 and Nv = 10, then:{
C ∗ FCAM ∗ (Pi + Pv) ∗ Nv= 20000 bytes

C ∗ (Pi + Pv + Pd) ∗ Fd = 102000 bytes

This time, it is better to not use metadata.

3.1.5. Sequence Number

The sequence number allows us to avoid sending non-updated data. It is an additional
value that causes an overhead, but in some cases this overhead is compensated. When
Pv ∗ Nv ∗ FCAM < (Pd + Pi) ∗ C ∗ FCAM, the sequence number mechanism reduces the
overhead related to the ICN exchanges on the G5 channel.

Here is another example, with Pv = 4, Nv = 20, and C = 10:{
Pv ∗ Nv ∗ FCAM = 800 bytes

(Pd + Pi) ∗ C ∗ FCAM= 500 bytes

In this case, the sequence number will not be good for the overhead.
Now, if C = 50, then (Pd + Pi) ∗ C ∗ FCAM = 2500 bytes, so the sequence number

helps to reduce the overhead.

3.1.6. Hop Limit

The hop limit is an essential feature when there are exchanges between vehicles. It
permits us to avoid propagating data too far from its relevance area or after they expire.
Indeed, a vehicle far from an RSU is not aware of the validity state of the data being
propagated. Natively, the CAM is a single-hop message. Its routing header does not
have any information about the hop limit. Thus, it is necessary to add it to the ICN
payload. Let us note that if the hop limit is 1, we can use a default value instead of adding
the information.

3.2. Geographical Routing ICN Procotol

The cloud computing part handles the pre-treatment of the data. To deliver the data
to the dynamic part of the cloud, we designed an ICN approach that we describe here.

3.2.1. Packet Structure

As introduced in the related works, CAMs are sent on the G5 channel every 100 ms.
These messages are encapsulated with security data. The CAM structure is extendable
and so it is possible to insert some extra data. We choose to use this feature to include the
ICN interest and the ICN data inside the CAM (Figure 3). Thus, we take advantage of the
already existing security data. The overhead related to the ICN exchanges is, then, only
dependent on the size and the name of the data. Analysis of the overhead is provided
further in this study.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the ICN payload in our approach. Compared to NDN
packets [48], we removed the security data (this part is handled by the CAM) and we put
new information about the sequence number and the hop limit (in order to bypass the
single-hop nature of the CAM).

3.2.2. Packet Naming

In the classical internet architecture, to retrieve data, it is first necessary to reach a
host. The naming of the host is understandable for the network. Oppositely, the ICN data
name is totally opaque for the network. Every application is, then, free to use its own
naming scheme for the data. It is understood that flat name is theoretically usable in the
ICN network. However, there is a consensus on using hierarchical names. The hierarchical
name helps scalability, which is very important in IOT. Additionally, it perfectly fits our
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context cloud architecture, which is also hierarchical. The name of data has only to be
unique in a specific context and not in the entire network.

Figure 3. ICN Data in the CAM.

Figure 4. ICN Packets.

3.2.3. Content Store (CS)

The content store contains the data, the sequence number, and the current hop limit
associated with the data. Before storing data, a mobile node checks if the number of the
hop is higher than 1, else it is the last hop. Additionally, before updating the content store
with received data, the mobile node checks if the current sequence number is lower than
the received one. If these two conditions are fulfilled, the received data are stored with
the sequence number and the hop limit decremented by one (Figure 5). For an RSU, the
hop limit has to decrease over time, because the longer the data has been stored, the closer
they are to expiration. Additionally, an RSU will always update the data coming from
C-ITS-C, because C-ITS-C only broadcast the data when they change. However, if the data
are coming from the mobile nodes, they will not update.

3.2.4. Pending Data Table (PDT)

The pending data table references which data of the content store have to be included
in the next CAM. When a node receives data with the same sequence number as the one it
possesses, then the data are removed from the PDT (Figure 5). When a node receives an
interest for data with a sequence number lower than the one it possesses, then it adds the
data to the PDT (Figure 6).
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3.2.5. Pending Interest Table (PIT)

The pending interest table is fulfilled by applications. When an application needs data,
it identifies its name and fills the PIT with the name and the sequence number if a version
of the data has already been received. The transmission of interests is done from vehicle to
vehicle and from vehicle to RSU. It is done at regular intervals in order to check if there is
an update of the associated data (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 5. GeoVCDN Incoming Data.

Figure 6. GeoVCDN Incoming Interest.
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Figure 7. GeoVCDN UBR Sending CAM.

Figure 8. GeoVCDN Vehicle Sending CAM.

3.3. Discussion

To summarize, vehicular cloud computing gives the opportunity to manipulate the
data provided by a set of sensors in order to optimize the way they are delivered: the
creation of metadata, adding a sequence number, and computing a hop limit. These three
mechanisms are going to affect the network overhead and the data freshness. The next
part of the paper partially consists of expressing and measuring these effects. Additionally,
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we present our ICN approach which consists of taking advantage of the CAMs’ security
data. Our strategy allows us to reduce the size of our ICN packets. The association of the
cloud architecture and of the ICN approach gives a vehicular cloud networking (VCN [2])
method, which flawlessly fits the communications architecture and the European standards
currently used in the C-ITS deployment projects in Europe.

4. Analytic Model

In order to evaluate and compare our approach to some well-known existing ones, we
use an analytic model. First, we present the framework. In this framework, we model the
network, the vehicles’ motion, and the dissemination of the message. Then, we use these
models to give the analytic expression of the studied approaches. These approaches are
compared using two factors: the network overhead generated by the ICN exchanges on the
G5 channel and the data freshness, which is the percentage of vehicles in the network, which
obtain the data before their expiration. In order to study the impact of each mechanism of
our approach (GeoVCDN), we also evaluate two light versions of our proposed approach,
namely, vehicular centralized data networking (VCDN) and vehicular centralized data
networking over CAM (VCDNoCAM). VCDN works as NDN but instead of having one
data per sensor, we have one versioned metadata that gathers the data of the same kind of
sensors. With VCDNoCAM, the ICN exchanges are integrated into the CAMs. Additionally,
the GeoVCDN extends VCDNoCAM by extending the vehicle’s roles to act as a router. So,
they can also disseminate the data in their CAMs. In this model, we made two assumptions:

• To ease the representation, without distorting it, the used network topology is Manhattan.
• For our approach (GeoVCDN), we express the worst case for each performance

indicator (i.e., for the overhead, we give the upper bound, and for the data freshness
the lower bound).

• Vehicles are homogeneously spread in the network.
• Vehicles’ speeds are constant.

4.1. Model Description

The framework mainly consists of giving the tool to express the behavior of each
approach in the network. At first, we model the network itself: size, number of RSUs,
coverage, etc. (Figure 9). Then, we model the settings needed to express the exchanges of
the messages in the network. Every parameter is listed and explained in a separate table at
the beginning of each part.

Figure 9. Smart City Scheme.
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4.1.1. Network Modeling

The parameters needed to model the network are presented and described in Table 2.

Table 2. Network parameters.

Designation Description

RC Junction’s length (m)
L Lenght of a segment (m)
D Size of the grid
LR Overall road’s length of the network (m)
NS Number of road segments
ε Number of junctions
β Number of RSUs

LRSU Length of road covered by RSUs (m)
ϕ Average number of segments per junction

δRSU RSU’s coverage area (%)
PRSU RSU’s range of transmission (m)

Definition of Rc
Rc is the distance between two bounded junctions divided by two. We could also

define it as the radius of a junction.

Rc = L/2 (1)

Definition of ε
In a square Manhattan model, the number of junctions ε is given by the squared

dimension D, then we have the following expression:

ε = D2 (2)

Definition of LR
First, we note that we have four corners which have two segments (L1). Furthermore,

each edge of the city (there are four) contains as many junctions as the dimension of the
grid to which we have to remove the corners, and each one of these junctions has three
segments (L2). Finally, we remove two from the dimension of the grid (which corresponds
to the edges) and once it is squared, we obtain the number of junctions with four segments
(L3). The length of road LR is obtained by multiplying the sum L1 + L2 + L3 with the length
of a junction RC (1). We have to distinguish the junctions with two roads (corners), the ones
with three roads (edges), and the others with four roads.

L1 = 4 ∗ 2 (3a)

L2 = 4(D− 2) ∗ 3 (3b)

L3 = (D− 2)2 ∗ 4 (3c)

LR = (L1 + L2 + L3) ∗ RC (3d)

Definition of ϕ
We compute the percentage of each kind of junction using the following expressions:

• ϕ4 = (D− 2)2/D2 ∗ 100, the percentage of junctions linked to four segments.
• ϕ3 = 4(D− 2)/D2 ∗ 100, the percentage of junctions linked to three roads.
• ϕ2 = 4/D2 ∗ 100, the percentage of junctions linked to two roads.
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The average number ϕ of segments linked to a junction is expressed as follows:

ϕ = ((4 ∗ 2) + (D− 2) ∗ 4 ∗ 3 + (D− 2)2 ∗ 4)/ε (4a)

ϕ =
4D2 − 4D

D2 (4b)

ϕ = 4 ∗ D− 1
D

(4c)

Definition of LRSU
The length of the road covered by the RSUs is expressed based on ϕ (4) and the range

of an RSU (PRSU) which we multiply by the number of RSUs.

LRSU = ϕ ∗ PRSU ∗ β (5)

Definition of δRSU
The coverage area is the percentage of the total road covered by an RSU.

δRSU = LRSU/LR ∗ 100 (6)

4.1.2. Communication Environment Modeling

The parameters needed to model the communication between the actors of the envi-
ronment are presented and described in Table 3.

Table 3. Communication parameters.

Designation Description

PV Vehicles’ range of communication (m)
V Vehicles’ speed (m/s)
α Number of vehicles
σ Data generation frequency (Hz)
ω Number of sensors
γ Inter-vehicle distance (m)
ρ Vehicle density (vehicle/m)

δV
Network’s percentage in which vehicles are

connected to an RSU
λ Vehicle arrival rate (m/s)

FV
Frequency of new vehicle arrival in range of

one RSU (Hz)
Fλ Number of new vehicles in the coverage (Hz)

θ(A, B) Function which gives A if A < B and B
otherwise

Definition of γ
Vehicles are homogeneously distributed over the whole network. Thus, we define the

inter-vehicle distance as:
γ = α/LR (7)

Definition of ρ
We have the following expression, which gives the density ρ of vehicles, with the

speed V ∈ [a; b]:

ρ = λ
∫ b

a
(F(V)/V)dV (8)

Definition of λ
Finally, we denote λ the arrival rate of vehicles on one road. Thus, we can compute λ

since speed V is constant.
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ρ = λ/V (9a)

λ = ρ ∗V (9b)

Definition δV
Usually, the range of a vehicle is lower than the range of an RSU. Thus, even if a

vehicle is in range of an RSU, the RSU is not necessarily able to sense it. We expressed the
number δV as the percentage of the whole network where the RSU are able to receive the
vehicle’s messages.

δV = (ϕ ∗ PV ∗ β)/LR ∗ 100 (10)

Definition Fλ

The number of vehicles entering the coverage area (and also leaving it) every second
is obtained by the following expression.

Fλ = (λ ∗ ϕ ∗ β) (11)

Definition FV
By diving Fλ (11) by the number of RSUs, we obtain the number of vehicles entering

in the range of one RSU every second.

FV = (λ ∗ ϕ) (12)

Definition θ
θ is a function, taking two parameters and returning parameter 1 if it is lower than

parameter 2 and returning parameter 2 otherwise.

1. Based on the following observation :

∀v < 1, [v]/v = 0, d[v]/ve = 0

and,
∀v ≥ 1, [v] ≤ v, 0 < [v]/v ≤ 1, d[v]/ve = 1

That is to say, if v is lower than 0, its integral part is equal to 0, and thus, no matter
what its divisor the result will be 0, and its round-up will be 0. Else, we will obtain 1.

2. Additionally, we generalize this using the following function, which will give A if
A<B and B otherwise:

Θ(A, B) = B− (B− A)d[B/A]/(B/A)e (13)

4.2. Message Dissemination

We model the message dissemination in the network to consider vehicle-to-vehicle
communications. Every second, some vehicles send the data to other vehicles. So, we have
to estimate how many vehicles are going to send the data every second. For that, the RSU
distribution is important.

Figure 10a,b illustrate the difference between two different distributions of RSUs. Each
color represents one step of dissemination (i.e., the list of the new segments where the data
are disseminated), for example, Step 1 is marked in red, Step 2 is marked in blue, etc. In
the second case (Figure 10b) more exchanges will be needed (seven steps) to cover the
whole network than for the first case (Figure10a) for which only four steps are needed.
Additionally, the number of segments reached at step two is different: 24 (Figure 10a)
versus 6 (Figure 10b).

Table 4 presents the parameters needed to describe the messages dissemination.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. (a) Best dissemination scenario; (b) Worst dissemination scenario.

Table 4. Dissemination parameters.

Designation Description

L Length of a segment (m)

XC
Indicate the presence (1) or the absence (0) of

an RSU on the junction C
SX Probability for a segment to have X RSU

MX
Minimum number of V2V communications

needed to cover a segment for configuration X

HX
Highest number of V2V communications

needed to cover a segment for configuration X

HMX
Average number of V2V communications

needed to cover a segment for configuration X
OX Number of segment linked to X other segments
N0 Number of segments with one RSU

NRSU Number of segments with two RSUs

The first time, we select a segment of the city, which is composed of two junctions at
its extremities and the road that links them. Then, we will extrapolate the results to the
entire network (city) (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Segment.
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Definition of L
Figure 11 schematizes the generic configuration of a segment, with

L = 2 ∗ RC (14)

4.2.1. RSU Distribution

To be able to model the dissemination, we first have to determine how the RSUs
are placed in the network. Figure 12 presents the different possible configurations for
a segment.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12. Possible Segment Configurations. (a) Configuration 1; (b) Configuration 2.1; (c) Configura-
tion 2.2; (d) Configuration 3.

Figure 12b,c represent segments with only one RSU. Figure 12a represents a segment
without any RSU, while Figure 12d represents a segment with two RSUs. Let us note that
Figure 12b,c are actually the same.

Definition of X
We denote XC as the variable indicating the presence or the absence of an RSU at a

junction. XC = 1 if there is an RSU and XC = 0 else. Since a segment is composed by two
junctions, we will work with XC1 and XC2. The probability for XC to have an RSU is given
by P(XC = 1) and the probability for XC to not have an RSU is given by P(XC = 0). The
probability of having an RSU on a junction follows the rule shown in Table 5.

Table 5. RSU Probability.

Xc1 Xc2 P(Xc1) P(Xc2)

Config. 1 0 0 ε−β
ε

ε−β−1
ε−1

Config. 2.1 1 0 β
ε

ε−β
ε−1

Config. 2.2 0 1 ε−β
ε

β
ε−1

Config. 3 1 1 β
ε

β−1
ε−1
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Definition of SX
S0 is the probability for a segment to not have any RSU, S1 is the probability to have one,

and S2 is the probability of having two RSUs. These probabilities are defined as follows:

S0 = (
ε− β

ε
)(

ε− 1− β

ε− 1
) (15a)

S1 = 2(
ε− β

ε
)(

β

ε− 1
) (15b)

S2 = (
β

ε
)(

β− 1
ε− 1

) (15c)

4.2.2. Vehicles in Transmission Range of an RSU

We denote PRX as the probability for a vehicle to be in the range of an RSU for the
configuration X. Furthermore, we call PORX the probability for a vehicle to be out of range
of an RSU for the configuration X. For Configuration 3 (with two RSUs), the probability
for a vehicle to be in the range of an RSU is twice PRSU , the range of an RSU, divided
by the length of segment L. The probability of not being in the range of an RSU in this
same configuration is given by subtracting twice the range of an RSU from the length of a
segment, which we divide by this same length as detailed in Table 6:

Table 6. Segment probability.

PR POR

Config. 1 0 1
Config. 2 PRSU

L
L−PRSU

L
Config. 3 2PRSU

L
L−2PRSU

L

4.2.3. Segments

As shown by Figure 13, a segment may be bound to three (Zone 1), four (Zone 2), five
(Zone 3), or six (Zone 4) segments. All possible configurations are presented in Figure 14.

Figure 13. Segment Configurations example.
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Figure 14. Possible Segment Configurations.

Definition of OX
OX is the number of segments bound to X segments.
O3 = 8 is the number of segments bound to three other segments.
O4 = (D− 3) ∗ 4 is the number of segments bound to four other segments.
O5 = (D− 2) ∗ 4 is the number of segments bound to five other segments.
O6 = 2 ∗ (D− 3) ∗ (D− 2), is the number of segments bound to six other segments.
Definition of N0
The number of segments with only one RSU is defined by N0 = NS ∗ S1
Definition of NRSU
The number of segments with 2 RSUs is defined by NRSU = NS ∗ S2

4.2.4. Dissemination Model

For each configuration X, we are looking for HX , which is the maximum number of
hops needed to cover the segment, and MX which is the minimum number of hops. HMX
describes the average number of needed hops. We obtain for each configuration the values
H, M, and HM as detailed in Table 7.

Table 7. Number of Hops.

HX MX HMX

Config. 1 d L
PV−γ e d L

PV
e ( H1−M1

2 )

Config. 2 d L−PRSU
PV−γ e d L−PRSU

PV
e ( H2−M2

2 )

Config. 3 d L−2PRSU
2(PV−γ)

e d L−2PRSU
2PV

e ( H3−M3
2 )

We want to compute N1,N2,...,Nn, with N1 being the number of segments without any
RSU which are bound to at least one segment with one RSU. Additionally, N2 is the number
of segments without an RSU that are bound to at least one segment ∈ N1, without being
bound to a segment ∈ N0, etc. To get the number of segments at level n, we separate this
calculation depending on the number of bound roads, and at the end we sum them. A
segment can be bound from x = 3 to 6 segments and Nnx is the probability for a segment
that is bound to x roads to be also bound to at least one segment of level n− 1. We deduce
the following expression:

Nn =
6

∑
x=3

Ox Nnx = 1 (16)

and Nnx is expressed as follow:

Nnx =
x

∑
y=1

Cy
x

(
A ∗ B

C

)
(17)

With: A =
(

∏
y−1
w=0 Nn−1 − w

)
,

B =
(

∏
x−y−1
m=0 NS − NRSU −∑n−1

k=0 Nk −m
)

and

C = ∏x
z=1 NS − NRSU − z−∑n−2

k=0 Nk

The variable x refers to the number of roads bound to a segment, this is given by
the global formula (16) and, then, takes a value between 3 and 6, and y refers to the
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number of these roads which are from level n − 1 and takes a value between 1 and x.
Then, Nnx (17) is computed by summing the probability of having a segment linked to
a road of level n − 1 with the one of being bound with two roads of level n − 1 and
three roads of level n− 1, etc., until x roads. The computing results of the probability of
having y roads of level n − 1 has to be multiplied by the number of combinations of y
among x, because the road or the road of level n− 1 may have different locations. For
example, if a segment from O5, which is bound to five roads, is adjacent to one road of
level n− 1, this last one could take five different locations. The formula ∏

y−1
w=0 Nn−1 − w,

expresses the probability of being bound to w segment of level n− 1, to which we have
to subtract, at each stage, the segments already processed, that is why w is used. Then,
we obtain the following result : (Nn−1 − 0) ∗ Nn−1 − 1) ∗ ... ∗ (Nn−1 − w). We multiply
the result of this expression with the probability for the other segments of not being at
a lower level than n. This is expressed as follows: ∏

x−y−1
m=0 NS − NRSU − ∑n−1

k=0 Nk − m.
Ns − NU BR−∑n−1

k=0 Nk, this allows expressing the number of segments of a level higher
than n, which means the total number of segments in the network to which we subtract
the segments having two RSUs and the segments of a level lower than n. We also have to
subtract the segments of a level higher than n that we already processed in the computing,
and they are represented by m. The variable may take a value between 0 and x− y− 1,
and if we would develop, we would obtain an expression with the following shape:
(Ns − NRSU ∑n−1

k=0 Nk) ∗ (Ns − NRSU −∑n−1
k=0 Nk −m) ∗ ... ∗ (Ns − NRSU −∑n−1

k=0 Nk −m).
Then, we divide it by the number of segments of a level higher than n − 1. This

number is obtained by subtracting the number of segments with two RSUs and the number
of segments of a level lower or equal to n− 2

(
∑n−2

k=0 Nk

)
from the total number of segments

Ns. In the same way, we have to remove the segments already processed at each step of the
multiplication, that is why z is used, which has a value between 1 and x. We begin at 1 because
we have to subtract the segment that we are processing (which appears in red in Figure 14).

4.3. Approaches

To compare the network overhead (CR) and the data freshness (FR) with each approach,
we propose an analytic study, involving the different variables of Tables 2–4. For each
approach, we calculate the expression of each variable and we then refer to the definition
of CR and FR to give the final expression of the overhead and the data freshness of the
associated approach.

Definition of CR
To measure the overhead generated by ICN exchanges, on the G5 channel, we define

the network overhead as being the sum of the network overhead caused by the interests
CRi and the network overhead caused by the data CRd.

CR = CRi + CRd (18)

Definition of FR
We define the data freshness FR as being the percentage of the total vehicles which

receive the data before its expiration.

FR =
αD
α
∗ 100 (19)

4.3.1. Network Overhead and Data Freshness Expressions for NDN

A vehicle sends a request for each datum it needs and will repeat it at regular intervals
to be sure that it is up to date. Each request and each reply is exchanged as a message which
has to be signed and accompanied by its certificate. With this approach, the bandwidth is
busy with heavy requests and we retrieve data for every request, even if the data have not
been updated. Thus, the number of useless packets is high. Figure 15 shows the different
exchanges that take place with the NDN approach in our model.
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Figure 15. NDN Exchanges.

Firstly, a vehicle sends an interest for each sensor that it needs (1). Then, the traffic
light equipped with RSU receives the interests and answers with its data as a sensor and
routes the other interests toward the relevant traffic light as a resolution handler (RH) (2).
Each requested sensor answers the RH with its own data (3). Then, the RH can transmit
the data from the other traffic lights to the vehicle (4). Additionally, these operations are
regularly repeated.

Definition of CR
We defined CR as being the sum of CRi and CRd (18), so for NDN:

CR = POi ∗ Is + IRSU ∗ POd (20)

Thus, we get:

CR = (S + Pi f ) ∗ω(α/100 ∗ δRSU) ∗ Fi+

ω(α/100 ∗ δV) ∗ Fi ∗ (S + Pd f + Pi f ),
(21)

Definition of αD
Using NDN, the number of vehicles αD represents the number of vehicles that are in

the transmission range of an RSU, to that we added the vehicles entering the range of an
RSU between two data generations.

αD =
α

100
∗ δV +

Fλ

σ
(22)

Definition of FR
Which we apply to the broad definition of the freshness (19) and give us:

FR =
α

100 ∗ δV + Fλ
σ

α
∗ 100 (23)

4.3.2. Network Overhead and Data Freshness Expressions for RENE

RENE brings another sight of the ICN for vehicular networks. With this approach, the
data are retrieved in “push” mode. Unlike the NDN model, the vehicle does not request for
the data but the latter are brought when updated. Without the repetition of the interests,
we reduce the use of the G5 bandwidth. Using the information pushing when generated,
we also reduce the latency. However, the vehicle has to be in the range of a router when the
data are generated, otherwise, it will never receive them. Figure 16 illustrates the exchanges
that occur when using the RENE approach in our smart city model.

At first (1), a vehicle subscribes to the server for the sensors that it is interested in.
Then, a sensor generates new data (2). This sensor makes a request to the server to retrieve
the list of subscribers and how to reach them (3). The server answers with this information (4).
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Then, the sensor is able to transmit its data to the ad hoc routers (5), which will forward the
data to the relevant vehicles (6).

Figure 16. RENE Exchanges.

Definition of CR
According to previous definitions (18), the network overhead dedicated to the ICN

exchanges using the RENE approach is given by the following expression:

CR = POi ∗ Is +
( α

100
∗ δRENE

)
∗ σ ∗ POd (24)

Which is equal to:

CR = (S + Pi f ) ∗ω ∗ Fλ+( α

100
∗ (δV + δRSU)/2

)
∗

σ ∗ (S + Pi f + Pd f ),

(25)

Definition of αD
In this approach, αD is given by the number of vehicles in the area when the data are

generated, this gives the following expression:

αD =
α

100
∗ δRENE (26)

Definition of FR
We apply αD to the general definition of the network freshness (19), we obtain:

FR =
α

100 ∗ (δV + δRSU/2)
α

∗ 100 (27)

4.3.3. Network Overhead and Data Freshness Expressions for VCDN

The VCDN approach consists of grouping the data of several sensors into one metadata
set and applying it as a sequence number.
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Definition of CR
In our approach, if we go back to our general expression (18):

CR = IS ∗ POi +
( α

100
∗ δV

)
∗ POd ∗ σ + Fλ ∗ POd (28)

Definition of αD
In this approach, αD is obtained by calculating the sum of the vehicles in the covered

area when the data are generated and the number of vehicles entering the area before the
data expire.

αD =
( α

100
∗ δV

)
+

Fλ

σ
(29)

Definition of FR
We apply the definition of αD to the general definition of the data freshness (19) to

obtain the following expression:

FR =

(
α

100 ∗ δV
)
+ Fλ

σ

α
∗ 100 (30)

4.3.4. Network Overhead and Data Freshness Expressions for VCDNoCAM

By including the messages in the CAM, we do not need a dedicated security layer for
the ICN messages anymore and we do not send a message to a vehicle but we broadcast to
all the vehicles in the area.

Definition of CR
Combining CRd and CRi, we obtain the overall overhead generated by the VCDNo-

CAM approach.

CR =
( α

100
∗ δRSU

)
∗ FCAM ∗ POi+

β ∗ POd ∗ (θ(FCAM, σ) + θ(FCAM, Fv)),
(31)

Definition of αD
For this approach, αD is calculated using the sum of the number of vehicles in the

covered area when the data are generated and the number of vehicles entering the area
before the expiration of the data. We thus have:

αD =
( α

100
∗ δRSU

)
+

Fλ

θ(σ, FCAM)
(32)

Definition of FR
We apply this expression to the general definition of the network freshness (19):

FR =
( α

100
∗ δRSU

)
+

Fλ

θ(σ, FCAM)
(33)

4.3.5. Network Overhead and Data Freshness Expressions for GeoVCDN

With GeoVCDN, we keep the same mechanism as VCDNoCAM, and we add the V2V
exchanges. This new feature requires adding new information. This information is the
maximum number of hops that data can make between vehicles.

Definition of CR
Then, we obtain the network overhead which is caused by our approach:

CR = CRi + CRd0 + CRd1 + CRd2

The obtained result is an upper limit of the expected result, because we maximized
the number of segments, without an RSU, which are contaminated at each stage.
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Definition of αD
For the freshness, the worst case is the one in which the segments without an RSU

do not receive the information. So, we suppose the following hypothesis: the length of a
junction is higher than a vehicle’s range multiplied by HL, which can be expressed by:

L− PRSU > PV ∗ HL (34)

The freshness is given by the number of vehicles being in the coverage area when the
data are generated, to which we add, either the number of vehicles entering the coverage
area, or the vehicles which receive the information through other vehicles, depending on
the relation between the inter-distance and the range of the vehicles. Thus, on the one
hand, if the inter-distance is higher than the vehicles’ transmission range, αD is expressed
as follows:

αD =
α

100
∗ δRSU +

Fλ

θ(σ, FCAM)
(35)

On the other hand, if the inter-distance is lower than the vehicles’ transmission range,
αD is obtained by the following expression:

αD =
( α

100
∗ δRSU

)
+

α

NS
∗ POR3 ∗ NRSU ∗ θ

(
HM1

HL
, 1
)
+

α

NS
∗ POR2 ∗ N0 ∗ θ

(
HM2

HL
, 1
) (36)

Definition of FR
Then, if we come back to the general definition of the freshness (19), if the inter-distance

is higher than the vehicles’ range: FR =
α

100 ∗δRSU+
Fλ

θ(σ,FCAM)

α ∗ 100. Otherwise:

FR =

(
α

100 ∗ δRSU
)
+ α

NS
∗ POR3 ∗ NRSU ∗ θ

(
HM1
HL , 1

)
α

+

α
NS
∗ POR2 ∗ N0 ∗ θ

(
HM2
HL , 1

)
α

∗ 100

(37)

4.4. Discussion

In this section, we present a framework in which we can express the behavior of
different ICN approaches. This framework takes into account the network topology and
the mobility of the vehicles. Additionally, we propose a model for the propagation of
the messages between vehicles over the network. Then, we focus on two performance
indicators which are the network overhead related to the ICN exchanges and the data
freshness. The framework definition allows us to give the analytic model of any ICN approach
in order to compare them, as we did with two intermediate versions of our GeoVCDN
approach. These versions have been introduced in order to see the benefits of each mechanism
introduced in GeoVCDN. In the next section, we compare the different approaches based on
the analytic models and the results obtained with a simulator we designed.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we compare the NDN, RENE, VCDN, VCDNoCAM, and GeoVCDN
approaches based on the models proposed in the previous section. These comparisons
are done on two performance indicators: network overhead and data freshness. These
comparisons aim to confirm and evaluate the benefits of our approach, compared to the
existing methods, at the network level. Furthermore, to validate the proposed analytic
framework, we develop an ad hoc simulator that takes into account some aspects of
vehicular communication and the mobility of the vehicles. Finally, we tested NDN, RENE,
and GeoVCDN on the shortest pathfinding use case in a smart city. This aims to validate
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the benefits of our approach at the application level. Let us remind the reader that our
approach is composed of three versions: the first one (VCDN) groups a set of data as
one set of metadata, the second one (VCDNoCAM) does the same and also includes ICN
exchanges in the CAMs, and the third one (GeoVCDN) extends the second one by adding
the V2V communications. In this section, we propose, for each parameter, a table in which
every approach is compared using a specific value of these parameters. Expected values
are obtained by applying the equations defined in Section 4.3 in the model described in
Section 4.1 considering the mobility as described in Section 4.2. Observed values are the
ones obtained with our simulator.

5.1. Simulation Results
5.1.1. Simulator Description

In order to validate the proposed models, we developed a simulator from scratch and
Figure 17 is an example of a screenshot.

Figure 17. Simulation Extract.

This time-discrete simulator (with a step of 100 ms) takes into account the commu-
nication range of the vehicles and the RSUs. The mobility of the vehicles is also handled.
Each vehicle emulates the full ETSI stack (geonetworking, security layer, and cooperative
awareness message (CAM)) and simulates NDN, RENE, and our proposed approaches.
According to the already discussed working hypothesis, it uses a Manhattan city topology
and the vehicles are homogeneously spread. At the start, RSUs are randomly placed on
the junctions and the vehicles are stationary. After the setting up, the core of the simulator
is awakened, making the vehicles move at a constant speed and proceeding to the ICN
exchanges between the ITS stations. After a threshold, the RSUs start transmitting at a
regular frequency for 10 s. At the end of these 10 s, we save the results on the network
overhead and the data freshness. Then, the process is repeated 20 times from the RSU
placement step. Finally, we average the results.

Table 8 shows the specifications of the computer that the simulations have been run
on. Due to these performances, we were limited to small-scale default values for every
variable, which are given in Table 9). However, despite these limitations, we manage to
distinguish the curve’s trend. Let us note that the values are realistic and based on our
observations in European C-ITS pre-deployment projects Scoop, InterCor, and C-Roads.
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Table 8. Computer Configuration.

Component Model

CPU i7 @3.6 GHZ
RAM 32Go

OS Windows 10 ×64
GPU Intel HD Graphics 630
IDE Eclipse neon 3

Programming Language Java 8

Table 9. Variables and default values.

Designation Description Value

RC Junction range 300
PV Vehicle’s range 200

PRSU RSU’s range 250
D Grid size 4
α Number of vehicles 267
β Number of RSUs 12
σ Data update frequency 1
ω Number of sensor 12

5.1.2. Network Overhead Simulation Results

We define the network overhead as being the data size that is shared between the different
actors, over the G5 channel, on the whole network, and which is associated with the ICN
exchanges. For the following figures, we will not show the NDN approach, because its results
are on average hundred times higher than the other approaches, which makes it impossible to
observe the differences between the other ones (as is shown in Figure 18). Vehicles play a core
role in the G5 network overhead. They represent the biggest part in terms of stations, so it
is important that the proposed ICN approach scales with a high number of clients. In this
section, we will see how the number of vehicles and their communication range impact the
network overhead for each approach.

Figure 18. Network Overhead—Number of Vehicles.

First, in Figure 18, we compare NDN and VCDN when we increase the number of
vehicles. For NDN, the amount of data and exchanged interests proportionally increases
with the number of vehicles in the network. Using VCDN, the number of interests also
increases in the same way, but slower because there is only one interest per vehicle. On one
hand, for NDN, the data are sent once per vehicle, and every time a vehicle asks, for VCDN
the data are only sent when updated. On the other hand, VCDN generates a gain on the
security layer. Indeed, for NDN, we have as many security headers as sensors, whereas for
VCDN there is only one security header whatever the number of data is. We see that the
mechanisms of metadata and sequence number make a significant difference by reducing
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the network overhead related to ICN exchanges and making ICN more scalable. For 20,000
vehicles, NDN generates 1.2 GB/s of data, whereas for VCDN it only generates 12 MB/s.

We will compare the behavior of each approach by changing the parameters associated
with the vehicles (number and transmission range), the RSUs (number and transmission
range), the network (size and coverage area), and the data (frequency, size, and the number
of sensors).

In Figure 19, we compare all the approaches excluding NDN. We already show that
NDN is worse than VCDN and it appears that VCDN is the worst approach of the remaining
ones, which that is why in the following figures we will not show NDN. Yet, the results
will appear in the comparison tables. Using RENE, the vehicles send more interest than
VCDN (one per sensor), but only the updated sensors send their data. For VCDN, the data
of every sensor are sent when at least one sensor is updated. Because the data packet’s size
is higher than the interest’s one, the performances of RENE are better than VCDN when
the number of vehicles increases. The best performance is obtained for VCDNoCAM since
the number of vehicles has no effect on the network overhead caused by the data sending.
Using GeoVCDN, we add the exchanges between vehicles out of the coverage area and that
is why GeoVCDN’s overhead is higher than VCDNoCAM’s. Still, despite this mechanism
that increases the network overhead, GeoVCDN is more scalable than RENE.

Figure 19. Number of Vehicles.

In order to validate the proposed model, we present, in Table 10, a comparison between
the expected values from the analytical model and the observed values from the simulations
for 411 vehicles.

Table 10. Network Overhead Comparison for Number of Vehicles.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 3,507,200.00 3,712,913.93 +5.86%
RENE 27,021.88 27,453.20 +1.5%
VCDN 252,934.88 254,684.26 +0.69%

VCDNoCAM 14,596.58 14,678.86 +0.56%
GeoVCDN 40,220.45 39,822.73 −0.99%

We note a difference around of 1%, which confirms our model’s behavior based on the
number of vehicles.

Furthermore, considering that the range of the vehicle is lower than the RSU’s (which
is a realistic consideration), this only has an impact on the GeoVCDN approach, because it
is the only one which handles the V2V communications, as we can see in Figure 20. We have
a smoother increase between 50 and 100, which refers to the phase when the inter-distance
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is almost sufficient enough to have all vehicles connected together. In this simulation, we
had a 107-meter inter-distance. After this threshold, we observe a slow decrease, as the
number of hops to cover a segment decreases.

Figure 20. Vehicles’ range.

For a vehicle range of 150 m, in Table 11, the difference between the model and the
simulation is very low (about 0.5%), except for the NDN.

Table 11. Network Overhead Comparison for Vehicles’ Range.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 5,126,400.00 5,422,778.06 +6%
RENE 28,483.56 28,486.66 +0.01%
VCDN 251,951.88 253,434.53 +0.59%

VCDNoCAM 15,049.23 15,079.13 +0.20%
GeoVCDN 31,614.90 31,383 −0.73%

In an intelligent transport system network, RSUs are the gateway between the vehicles
and the rest of the world. Increasing the number or the range of RSUs will increase the
number of data access points. Thus, in most cases, the network overhead will increase. We
will show how the network overhead is affected by the number or the quality of RSUs for
each approach.

Increasing the number of RSUs makes the coverage area bigger, which increases the
number of vehicles concerned by the ICN messages. Furthermore, it also increases the
number of entering points to the coverage area. The increase in the number of RSUs has a
good impact on the GeoVCDN approach, as we can see in Figure 21. The more RSUs there
are, the less there are exchanges between vehicles, since the RSUs already cover a part of
the city. Additionally, we see that for RENE and VCDN, raising the number of RSUs leads
to a significant increase in the overhead. For RENE, the overhead generated with interests
is related to the number of entering points to the coverage area, whereas for VCDN it is
about the coverage area itself. Concerning the data, with RENE and VCDN there are more
vehicles to which the data must be delivered.

Figure 21. Number of RSUs.
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Table 12 lists a comparison between the expected values and the observed ones for
five RSUs.

Table 12. Network Overhead Comparison for Number of RSUs.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 890,000.00 956,702.13 +7.49%
RENE 10,298.97 10,469.80 +1.69%
VCDN 100,984.96 103,212.86 +2.2%

VCDNoCAM 5889.28 6001.46 +1.90%
GeoVCDN 27,812.43 25,939.06 −6.73%

For RENE, VCDN, and VCDNoCAM, the difference between the analytic model and
the simulation’s results is around 2% (Table 12). For the NDN approach, the simulation
gives a result 7% higher, whereas for GeoVCDN, the result of the simulation is lower than
the one given by the analytic model (7%).

Furthermore, the RSUs’ range modifies the coverage area and so the number of vehicles
receiving the data (Figure 22). For the VCDN case, the consequence is the same as if we
increase the number of vehicles: more interest and more data. For RENE, the coverage area
does not affect the overhead related to the interests, which represents the biggest part of
the overhead for this approach. However, we send the data to more vehicles, which is why
we can observe a slight increase. Using VCDNoCAM, the effect of the coverage area is null
on the overhead related to the data. It only affects the overhead related to the interests.
GeoVCDN is the unique approach, tending to decrease the throughput when increasing
the RSUs’ range because fewer V2V exchanges are needed to spread the data.

Figure 22. RSUs’ range.

Table 13 presents a comparison between the expected values and the observed values
with the RSU’s range of 150 m.

Table 13. Network Overhead Comparison for RSUs’ Range.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 3,075,840.00 3,240,097.20 +5.34%
RENE 19,672.56 19,734.53 +0.32%
VCDN 151,559.88 151,847.26 +0.19%

VCDNoCAM 9709.23 9680.13 −0.30%
GeoVCDN 30,725.85 31,360.93 +2.07%
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Again, the table confirms the analytic model when the RSU’s range changes. Indeed,
we can see that the difference between the model and the simulation is very low (0–2%).

For VCDN, RENE, and VCDNoCAM, the increase of the data generation frequency
leads to a similar behavior for the overhead related to it, as we can see in Figure 23: with
the increase of the data generation frequency, we increase the data amount transiting in
the network. Using VCDNoCAM, we are limited by the CAM frequency (10 Hz), which
is why the network overhead is constantly passed. We can see that with GeoVCDN, the
higher frequency is, the fewer exchanges between vehicles. Passed 10 Hz, the exchanges
between vehicles decrease (because the maximum hop limit is computed based on the
data generation frequency). For this reason, from this point, the higher the frequency, the
lower the consumed bandwidth within the GeoVCDN approach. Table 14 confirms that
the difference between the expected and measured values for a frequency X is very low
(between 1 and 2%).

Table 14. Network Overhead Comparison for Data Update Frequency.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 2,278,400 2,338,049.13 +2.6%
RENE 17,554.36 17,281.2667 −1.55%
VCDN 164,315.36 160,374.2 −2.39%

VCDNoCAM 9684.26 9462.53 −2.28%
GeoVCDN 28,900.20 28,399.6 −1.73%

Figure 23. Data Update Frequency.

5.1.3. Data Freshness Simulation Results

The data freshness is measured as the percentage of vehicles which receives the data
before the latter expires. The data expire when updated data have been generated. In
our environment, the data frequency (σ) fixes the validity duration. We will compare
the behavior of each approach by varying some parameters associated with the vehicles
(number and range), the RSUs (number and range), and the data (frequency).

Because the analytic model is pessimistic about the data freshness associated with
GeoVCDN, the simulation will always give better results. The gap between the two results
will be higher if there are more or fewer RSUs because the analytic model does not take into
account the dissemination to the segments without RSUs.

On one hand, the communication range of the vehicles has no effect on the approach
that does not handle the V2V exchanges, as we can see in Figure 24. However, for the
GeoVCDN approach, where the vehicle’s transmission range is high enough to communi-
cate with the surrounding vehicles, the freshness increases until it quickly reaches 100%, if
the hop limit allows it. For example, with a range of 150 m, with GeoVCDN, we reach a
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freshness of 100% compared to 60% with the other approaches. With a range lower than the
inter-distance, we still do better than the other approaches with almost 16% more vehicles
receiving the data, thanks to the bidirectional traffic. The more we increase the range,
the more we optimize the broadcast from client to client; finally reaching the optimum
freshness if the other parameters allow it.

Figure 24. Vehicles’ Range.

Table 15 presents a comparison between the expected values and the observed values
for a vehicle range of 150 m.

Table 15. Data Freshness Comparison for Vehicles’ Range.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 64.13% 64% −0.13 pt
RENE 62.50% 63% +0.5 pt
VCDN 64.13% 64% −0.13 pt

VCDNoCAM 64.13% 64% −0.13 pt
GeoVCDN 95% 98% +3 pt

The differences between the obtained values with the model and with the simulations
are small (max three points).

As shown in Figure 25, where β = 8, increasing the number of vehicles does not
have any effect on the approaches that do not handle the V2V exchanges. As expected,
the percentage of vehicles in the coverage area and entering the coverage area before the
expiration of the data remains the same, since the vehicle distribution is homogeneous and
their speed is constant, so the freshness is also constant. Because the freshness is expressed
as a percentage, the absolute amount of vehicles has importance only for the GeoVCDN
approach. With this one, the increase in the number of vehicles has a positive effect on
the freshness because we optimize our transmission range and our farthest neighbor is
located farther away, so we cover a bigger area. Let us note that the freshness is limited by
other settings such as the hop limit. With 170 vehicles, the GeoVCDN approach sees its
freshness 50 points above the others. With 1000 vehicles, the performance is even better
with 99% of the vehicles which obtain the information before it expires against 40% with
the other approaches. The performance increase is logarithmically evolving according to
the inter-vehicle distance.
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Figure 25. Number of Vehicles.

The comparison between the expected values and the observed values for 267 vehicles
are listed in Table 16.

Table 16. Data Freshness Comparison for Number of Vehicles.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 42.75% 42% −0.75 pt
RENE 41.67% 41% −0.67 pt
VCDN 42.75% 42% −0.75 pt

VCDNoCAM 42.75% 42% −0.75 pt
GeoVCDN 76.67% 91% +24.33 pt

These results confirm the validity of the analytic model when we make the number of
vehicles change. In this scenario, about a quarter of the segments are not covered by any
RSU, which is why the analytic model gave such results.

Increasing the range of the RSUs means increasing the number of vehicles within their
ranges. In Figure 26, we observe that the consequence is the same for all the approaches
with better performance for GeoVCDN. The more we increase the range of the RSUs, the
more we reduce the hops that the messages have to do using the V2V exchanges. We note
that for the GeoVCDN approach, in the end, the freshness reaches 100%.

Figure 26. RSUs’ Range.
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A comparison between the expected values and the observed ones for an RSU trans-
mission range of 100 m is presented in Table 17.

Table 17. Data Freshness Comparison for RSUs’ Range.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 26.63% 26% −0.63 pt
RENE 25% 25% 0 pt
VCDN 26.63% 26% −0.63 pt

VCDNoCAM 26.63% 39% −0.63 pt
GeoVCDN 95% 98% +3 pt

For the approaches NDN, RENE, VCDN, and VCDNoCAM, the difference in the
results is almost null.

In Figure 27, we see that increasing the number of RSUs has a positive effect on the
freshness of all the approaches. It increases the number of entering points of the coverage
area, which increases the number of vehicles being in it when the data are generated. For
GeoVCDN, increasing the number of RSUs means increasing the number of starting points
for the propagation of the data in V2V, which explains that the curve increases quicker than
the other approach For GeoVCDN, the more RSUs there are, the more vehicles are able to
forward the data. This is why we have a logarithmic curve in Figure 27. A comparison
between the expected values and the observed ones is given in Table 18.

Figure 27. Number of RSUs.

Table 18. Data Freshness Comparison for Number of RSUs.

Approach Expected Value Observed Value Difference

NDN 26.72% 27% +0.28 pt
RENE 25.04% 26% −0.4 pt
VCDN 26.72% 27% −0.28 pt

VCDNoCAM 26.72% 27% −0.28 pt
GeoVCDN 54.17% 74% +19.83 pt

Again, since almost half of the segments do not have any RSU, the analytic model
gave a worse result than the simulation for GeoVCDN.

By increasing the data generation frequency, we decrease the hop limit and so the
number of vehicles, which can be affected by the V2V communications (GeoVCDN). For
VCDN, NDN, and VCDNoCAM, we observe, in Figure 27, a slight loss, caused by the
decrease in the number of vehicles entering the coverage between two generations. For
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RENE, whatever the frequency is, the number of vehicles inside the coverage is constant,
so the freshness also remains constant.

Finally, the more often data are sent, the less time the vehicles have to forward them.
That is why, as we can see in Figure 28, the freshness decreases only with the GeoVCDN
approach. For RENE, the frequency does not have any effect. For the others, the effect is
almost null, there are fewer vehicles entering the coverage area before the expiration of
the data and that is why we observe a slight loss. Despite this decrease in GeoVCDN, it
outperforms all other approaches even with high data frequency updates thanks to the
benefits of V2V communications.

Figure 28. Update Data Frequency.

5.1.4. Discussion

This analytic evaluation highlights the efficiency of our approaches. VCDNoCAM
provides the same service as already existing ones (NDN and RENE) for freshness, but
with a lower cost on the network overhead. The NDN method gives disastrous results in an
environment where the data are numerous and often change; resulting in the need to send
interests very often for all data to ensure to keep them updated. NDN has been thought
to make the network traffic lighter without taking into account the link to the client. Yet
in vehicles, the G5 channel has a reduced bandwidth, and we have to save it as much as
possible. So, if want to guarantee the authenticity and integrity of every message, it quickly
becomes cost ineffective. We saw that we managed to save this network overhead related
to the security layer by grouping a set of data in one set of metadata, which is heavier,
but makes it possible to reduce the number of security data to only one occurrence. We
also added a sequence number mechanism, which avoids sending the data to someone
who already has them. Despite these two mechanisms, still, the results are not satisfying
(VCDN). The RENE method is more adapted to such an environment because the data are
only pushed when it changes. However, as with NDN, the final link towards the client is
not taken into account and every vehicle in the same RSU’s area is going to individually
receive the information. By exploiting the existing technologies, we manage to widely
reduce the cost of the data related to the ICN exchanges (VCDNoCAM), by integrating
these exchanges in the standardized regularly broadcasted messages (CAMs). Thus, we
use the CAM’s security layer. In addition, the data are sent to every vehicle in range with
only one message. The results highlight the gain in network overhead with this method.
Finally, we also use CAMs to send the data farther than only RSU’s range (GeoVCDN).
This additional functionality improves the quality of service but has a cost on the network
overhead. However, it stays lower than the existing ICN methods, and, as we saw, it is
more scalable.
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5.2. Use Case Simulation Study

In this part, we propose to apply our data exchange method, in a context cloud, to the
pathfinding problem.

The used simulator is the same as the one presented in Figure 1: a city such as
Manhattan and the vehicles are uniformly spread. First, we place traffic lights and RSU
on five fixed junctions. A traffic light can be in two states: quick or slow. A quick state
means that it will switch between red and green every 5 s and a slow state means that it
will switch every 15 s. Then, we randomly select one or several junctions that will also
be equipped with RSUs. At the beginning of the simulation, we insert three additional
vehicles. One uses the NDN approach, one uses RENE, and the last vehicle uses GeoVCDN.
In their initial state, each vehicle has the knowledge of the configuration topology and the
state of all the traffic lights in the city and, then, they must obtain the same result for their
pathfinding algorithm. After 2 s, every traffic light toggles its state, switching from quick
to slow or from slow to quick which has for effect to change the shortest path. An ICN
message is emitted to inform about this change. When the change occurs, if the vehicles are
in the range of an RSU, they will receive the information and can adapt their paths. If they
are not in the range, a vehicle with NDN will receive the information as soon as it will be in
the range of an RSU and a vehicle with GeoVCDN will receive the information from other
vehicles. However, a vehicle with RENE will not receive it since it is based on push mode.

Figure 29 is extracted from the simulator and represents a junction. An RSU is placed
at the center and a traffic light is placed on each entry. The traffic lights on the line are
synchronized. The red circle represents the transmission range of the RSU. The yellow
square represents a vehicle with GeoVCDN.

Figure 29. Junction configuration.

First, we randomly place RSUs in addition to the already fixed five. In the first
configuration, only one RSU is randomly placed. In the second, two RSUs are randomly
placed, and then up to eight for the third configuration. Finally, for the fourth one, an RSU
is placed at every junction. For every configuration, we launched 100 simulations (the
location of the RSU changes at each run). In the end, we measure the time needed for a
vehicle to cross the city.

Figure 30 presents the results for the first configuration. The vehicle using GeoVCDN
spends 2989 s on the road, whereas the other vehicles (with NDN or RENE) spent 3566 s,
which is an improvement of 17% for the GeoVCDN approach.
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Figure 30. Path-finding with 1 random RSU.

Figure 31a–c show the results for other configurations. We observe that the more RSUs
there are, the more the results are closer. With RSUs placed everywhere, there is only a 1 or
2% difference. With few RSUs, the initial pathfinding had the effect of dodging the traffic
light to gain time. Ironically, by dodging it, the vehicles also made it impossible for them to
receive the updated information. By increasing the number of RSUs, we also increase the
probability for a vehicle with NDN or RENE to receive the information, because it becomes
more and more complicated to dodge every traffic light.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 31. Path finding for different numbers of RSUs. (a) 2 Random RSUs; (b) 8 Random RSUs;
(c) 11 Random RSUs.

5.3. Discussion

In the analytic model, we made two assumptions: (1) for the network overhead, the
dissemination of the messages was maximized and (2) for the freshness, it was minimized.
Thus, it was expected that the simulation gives better results than the analytic model for
our approach. The results we obtained match the expected ones. So, we have been able to
validate our model thanks to simulation. The analytic expression of our approach could be
perfected, yet we have been able to confirm that our approach is better than the others in the
worst cases. Table 19 presents an overview of the behavior of each approach when it comes
to large-scale situations, and it is not based on any threshold. It is based on the results
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obtained with each approach, on both performance indicators that we studied, which are
network overhead and data freshness.

Table 19. Approaches’ Performances.

Parameters NDN RENE VCDN VCDNoCAM GeoVCDN

N
et

w
or

k’
s

O
ve

rh
ea

d

Number of vehicles Very High Middle High Very Low Low
Segment’s length Very High Low High Very Low Middle

RSUs’ range Very High Middle High Very Low Middle
Coverage area Very High Middle High Very Low Low
Vehicles’ range Very High Low High Very Low Low

Number of RSUs Very High Middle High Very Low Very Low
Data update frequency Very High Low High Very Low Very Low

D
at

a’
s

Fr
es

hn
es

s Number of vehicles Bad Bad Bad Bad Very Good
RSUs’ range Middle Middle Middle Middle Very Good

Vehicles’ range Bad Bad Bad Bad Very Good
Number of RSUs Middle Middle Middle Middle Good

Data update frequency Bad Bad Bad Bad Middle

Whether it is for the analytic models or the simulations, we improve the results when
we increase the density or the number of sensors. The NDN approach is absolutely not
worthy for the vehicular network, as VCDN does better and is already too high compared
to the three others. For better freshness and lower cost on bandwidth, the VCDNoCAM
is better than the RENE approach, as we can see in the table above. On the other hand,
GeoVCDN gives a bit higher network overhead than VCDNoCAM but remains better than
RENE. This additional cost compared to VCDNoCAM is widely compensated by the gain in
freshness. By comparing VCDN and NDN, we note that the sequence number has a positive
effect on the network overhead even if the data are bigger. By comparing VCDNoCAM
and RENE, we note that the usage of CAMs to provide ICN exchanges also positively
affects the network overhead. With VCDNoCAM, for freshness, it performs as well as
NDN and better than RENE, all of that at a lower cost. Our approach is more expansive
in terms of bandwidth consumption than RENE and NDN when there are few vehicles or
few sensors, but in this case, it is less important to optimize the network overhead. Finally,
the values obtained during the simulations are very close to the ones expected from the
model and, therefore, validate them. Additionally, with GeoVCDN, we are limited by the
CAM frequency, which affects the latency and could make our approach not adapted for
some use cases. Yet, using our approach frees some space on the bandwidth for the use
cases which need low latency. As we showed with the use case of pathfinding, we have
both better quality of service and lower usage of the bandwidth.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented our approach based on a context cloud architecture
formed by C-ITS stations. We have considered a Smart City environment for our study,
but it can be easily adapted to any kind of environment: a county, a mall, a region, a part
of a road, etc. We have used the ICN paradigm for data exchanges within the cloud. We
have selected the ICN approach because it fits sensory vehicular networks (data-oriented,
instead of host-oriented) and it eases mobility handling. We have included ICN interests
and data within the standardized cooperative awareness messages (CAM), which means
that our approach can be adopted in the currently deployed C-ITS without any modification
of the standards. Additionally, we have used a C-ITS central station to be able to merge
the data of different sensors if it is necessary and to add a sequence number, which allows
avoiding sending non-updated data.

We have compared our approach to two existing solutions, one push-oriented method
(RENE) and another pull-oriented method (NDN), in terms of the network overhead and
data freshness metrics. For this purpose, we have proposed a probabilistic model, which
takes into account the mobility of the vehicles, the number and the random location of
roadside units (RSU), and the message dissemination method from vehicle to vehicle. In
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order to confirm the results obtained from the analytic evaluation, we have developed a
simulator that takes into account the standardized ETSI communication stack, the mobility
model, and the ICN exchanges. The slight differences observed between the simulation
and the numeric results (in general, less than 2%) can be explained by the time-discrete
simulator limits and the assumptions made on the analytic model.

Our results are promising, as one can see in Table 19, both network throughput and data
freshness are improved. Furthermore, we have shown that our approach is more scalable than
the other approaches since it has better results for a large amount of data, a high number of
vehicles, and a high number of RSUs (less network overhead and better data freshness).

Our future works will focus on testing our proposed approach in a real environment.
Moreover, we intend to explore some machine learning methods to be implemented on the
central station, which would be able to adapt its naming strategy in real time, based on
different parameters, such as the number of sensors and the data update frequency.
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Nomenclature
CAM Cooperative Awareness Message
OBU On-Board Unit
C-ITS Cooperative Intelligent Transportation System
PC Pseudonym Certificate
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
PCA Pseudonym Certificate Authority
IT Information Technology
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
ITSS Intelligent Transportation System Station
ROV Road Operator Vehicle
LTC Long-Term Certificate
RSU Roadside Unit
LTCA Long-Term Certificate Authority
SUMO Simulation of Urban Mobility
NS3 Network Simulator 3
VANET Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
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